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Abstract - This paper presents a practical topological
navigation system for indoor mobile robots, making use of a
novel artificial landmark which is called MR (Mobile Robot)
code. This new kind of paper-made landmarks can be easily
attached on the ceilings or on the walls. Localization algorithms
for the two cases are given respectively. An approaching control
algorithm and an extended line tracking algorithm are also
described, which a robot employs to approach its current goal. A
simple topological navigation algorithm is proposed. Experiment
results show the effectiveness of the method in real environment.

Index Terms - mobile robot, localization, navigation, artificial
landmark, topological map.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to navigate is obviously a major requirement
for an autonomous mobile robot. Topological navigation
allows overcoming some of the classical problems of
geometric navigation of mobile robots, such as
simultaneously reducing the uncertainty of localization and
perception of the environment. On the other hand, topological
navigation is heavily dependent on a powerful perception
system to identify elements of the environment [1].

Using artificial landmarks is proved to be an effective
way to improve the robustness of robot self-localization and
navigation. Research works on artificial landmark have lasted
for twenty years and several artificial landmarks have been
proposed. Mansur R. et al. used a circle and bar codes to
compose a landmark in [2], the circle is used for position
determination and the bar codes provide an unique identity for
each pattern. C. Becker et al. proposed a module as an
artificial mark for robots, which consists of three elements: an
outer circle, an opening in the circle, and an inner 3x3 grids of
black and white tiles in [3]. Yasuo OGAWA et al. used a
circular mark pattern around which the binary Grey codes
were written in [4]. Yang Guo et al. designed a red pattern
with symmetric rectangles and seven-part numbers in [5]
which has the property of cross-ratio invariant under
projective transformation. It is also shown that the detection
of this pattern is robust under illuminant change and the
geometrical variations such as camera zoom and the viewing
direction change. However, the recognition of the seven-part
numbers in the patterns is not reliable enough yet.

A new kind of artificial landmark called MR code and the
detection-recognition algorithm for this MR code were
proposed in our previous work [6]. In this paper, it will be
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shown that how a mobile robot with a visual system can
complete a task of self-localization and navigation easily
using this MR code. Localization algorithms for the case
when the MR code is attached on the ceiling and the case
when the MR code is attached on the wall vertically are given
respectively. Primitive approaching control behavior,
extended line tracking algorithm and topological navigation
algorithm are described. Experiment results are also given to
show the effectiveness of the proposed method for robot
navigation.

The following part of this paper is organized as follows.
In section II, a brief introduction of the design and the
detection algorithm of the MR code is given, and the
localization algorithm using MR codes is also described. An
approaching control algorithm and an extended line tracking
algorithm are described in section III and IV respectively. In
section V, a navigation algorithm is described, and navigation
experiment results using the MR code are also given to show
the effectiveness of the proposed method. Some discussions
about our future work are given in section VI.

II. BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF MR CODE SYSTEM

A. Design ofMR code system
The shape of the MR code is designed to be an equilateral

pentagon, and binary BCH code is adopted for our MR code
system, which is a kind of linear circular block code and has
powerful correcting ability [7]. MR code system can represent
enough different locations, objects, etc., and has invariant
characteristics under different viewing angles and
illumination conditions.

Fig. l(a) shows a prototype of MR code with 8x8 unit
modules. The unit module on top of the MR code is used to
denote the direction of the MR code, which is very helpful for
the self-localization and navigation for mobile robot.

Detection-recognition algorithm of MR code was
proposed in our previous work [6]. Fig. 1(b) is a picture
selected from one of our experiments to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed detection algorithm. It can be
noticed that even an error occurs, the result of decoding will
not be influenced because the BCH code itself has the self
correcting ability.



Fig. I (a)A prototype ofMR code; (b) An example of deteetion and
reeognition(the MR eode is rotated deliberatel y)

B. Localization using MR codes
Since the MR code can be printed on a paper and

attached easily to places like ceilings, walls, surface of
furniture, etc., a mobile robot can identify its location or
recognize an object using its vision system by simply
recognizing the information represented by the MR code.
Using the five vertexes of the extracted outline, the pose of
the MR code relative to mobile robot can also be obtained.
Therefore, a mobile robot can complete the task of self
localization based on the information provided by MR codes.

The pose estimating methods for the MR code attached to
ceiling and a vertical surface are different.
I) MR codes attached to a ceiling

In this case, the MR codes are detected by an upward
looking camera, and the coordinate system is defined as
shown in Fig. 2(a). Here, (Ow,Xw,Yw,Zw) and

(0c ' X c ' Yc ' Zc ) denote the world coordinate frame and the

camera coordinate frame respectiviely, and Ow is the center of

the MR code. The plane (Ow, X w , Yw) is identical with the

plane of the ceiling nc ' and n J denotes the image plane. P,

and ~ (i = 1, ...,5) denote the vertexes' coordinate of MR code

in the world coordinate frame and in the image coordinate

frame respectively, and cp denotes the angle between X wand

X c'
It is assumed that the image plane is parallel with the

ceiling, and the relative pose (x, y ,cp) can be estimated by

follows:
v -vcp = Jl'(1- t") + T arc cos( lac C)

D (I)

[~] = k [~~i~~ ~~::] [~::=~~? ]
Where D = ~(Ulae - UJ2 + (Viae - Ve)2 , (u

o
' v0) denotes the

coordinate of image center, (u
c

' v
c

) the coordinate of MR

code's centroid, (u , v, ) the coordinate of the vertex
DC' DC

related to direction unit module, which are all in the image
coordinate frame. r is equal to - I when u, > U or I

DC C

otherwise, k is a ratio coefficient, its unit is mm / pixel.

Fig. 2 Imaging model and all coordinate frames when MR codes are
respectively attached to: (a) a ceiling; (b) a vertical surface

2) MR codes attached to a vertical surface
In this case, the vertex of the MR code related to

direction unit module must be placed upward and the
detection of the MR code is carried out by a forward-looking
camera. The coordinate system is defined as shown in Fig.
2(b). The plane (Ow, X w, Zw) is identical with the plane of

the vertical surface nw, () denotes the angle between

nw and n J ' and the definitions of other symbols are

identical with those in Fig.2(a). The relative pose of a robot
can be represented by (x , y, ()). The details of the algorithm

can be found in our previous work [6].

III. ApPROACHING CONTROL

When the robot finds the MR code which is its current
goal, it employs an approaching control algorithm to approach
the distinctive place, which is near the projection point on the
flat floor of the MR code. Based on the assumption that an
indoor mobile robot navigates on a flat floor, it is feasible to
describe this problem in a 2-D frame.

The proposed control algorithm is based on proportional
control, which is a compact and fast algorithm for real-time
applications.

The control model is shown in Fig. 3(a). The origin of the
world coordinate frame is at the center of the MR code. The

pose of the robot is represented by (x,y,cp) , which is

estimated by using the algorithm described in section II.
r represents the angle from the direction of the robot to

the directed line between the robot and the origin. In order to
obtain r,we consider the robot coordinate frame. The vector

of the MR code is represented by (xM , YM ) , which can be

obtained from the equation below:

[
xM ] [COS(-CP) Sin(-cp)][-x] (2)
YM = -sin(-cp) cos(-cp) -Y

Thus, we obtain follows:

r = rarccos( YM) (3)
DM

(b)(a)(b)(a)
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MR code attached to a ceilingMR code attached to a
vertical surface

IV. EXTENDED LINE TRACKING A LGORITHM

The dropped ceiling in the office often consists of a grid
work of metal channels, which could provide useful direction
information. When the robot moves along the channels, even
for a long time, the direction error could be constrained in a
small range. This section will describ e the line extraction and
the line tracking successively.

A. Line extraction
The line extracting method is described in our previous

work [8]. Edges are extracted from image by Canny edge
detector first, then the curvatures of the edges are calculated
excluding the derivatives of the curvatures. The points at
which the curvatures are less than some threshold are
preserved, and fitted to straight lines at last. Here, we only
describe the curvature estimation.

The curvature scale-space (CSS) technique [9] is suitable
for the extraction of the curvature features from an input
contour at a continuum of scales. The CSS can calculate the
curvature accurately, but its limitation is computational
complexity. So, a new efficient multi-scale method for
estimating curvature is proposed, which doesn 't offer the real
values of the curvature but is good enough to meet the
requirements of the algorithm.

f (U, +w)

When DM <= d , ,that means the robot has arrived at the

distinctive place. Then v, and v, are set to 0, and the robot

stops.

Distinctive
place

Fig. 4 Distinctive place

(4)

cycle

0 ".

else;

Y w

MR code

Yr

{
- I

r=
I

For a differential-drive robot with an instruction
M, its movement can be analyzed as Fig .3(b).

A &r-&'tlf/J = ---'--'-
b

When equation (6) is divided by ~t , we obtain follows :

OJ=vr-v, (5)
b

Where
~qJ =variation of the robot's direction angle;

Ss, ; Ss, =travelled distances of the right and left wheel

respectively;
b = distance between the two wheels of differential-drive
robot;
v, ; v,=velocity of the right and left wheels respectively;

OJ=angular velocity of the robot.
In order to approach the MR code, the robot should

change its direction in every instruction cycle according to r.
Here, proportional control is employed to adjust the robot 's
direction. OJis proportional to r, and defined as follows:

OJ= kr (6)

Where k is the coefficient, which is related to v and si . v
is the velocity of the robot , which is usually a constant in a
period of time in the practical application, and obtained from
follows:

(x,y ,qJ) X
(a) r (b)

Fig. 3 (a) The approaching control model ; (b) The movement model

Where DM=~XM2+YM2 ;

when xM > 0;

v = vr +v, (7)
2

Based on the v and w , v, and v, are the control

parameters to the robot motion system. They can be obtained
from the equation below:

[:J-G ~j~][:] (8)

The distinctive place is defined as Fig. 4. ds denotes the

distance between the distinctive place and the MR code. Fig.S Curvature estimation of a curve
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Fig. 7 (a) Beneath the fluorescent lamp, the brightness is too high; (b) The
light protection grill appears near the route.

(b)(a)

In order to make sure that the robot moves steadily along
the expected direction, virtual line is used to deal with the
above cases. By carefully analyzing Fig. 7, we can notice that
the lines which are parallel with and far from the expected

line Icxp (the expected line in Fig. 7 is the metal channels in

the middle of the figure) are not disturbed. One of the lines is

chosen, denoted by Id;st' The center of the camera is 0c' We

construct a virtual line Iv;r which passes through O, and

Ivir IIld;st' Then, Iv;r is the tracked line at the present time.

Since the robot always travels along the expected line before,

and lexp is always in the middle of the image, the deviation

between Icxp and I vir will not be too big. In addition, the

duration of disturbance is relatively short, which ensure that

the robot will not be too far from Icxp at the next moment

after the elimination of disturbance.
2) Tracking control

When Ij is fixed, OJ which is the intersection point of

Ij and L2 is the present target point. The tracking control

strategy is equivalent to the motion control in approaching

point Gj . The approaching control algorithm described in

section III is used, and r in the diagram is identical with the

one in the algorithm.

where lop;I=d.. Then, Ij is the tracked line.

As shown in the diagram, d, is minimum, and I] is

selected as the tracked line.
In practical applications, the following cases may appear:

due to the influence of the drastic changes of illumination
(e.g.: the robot arrives at the location beneath the fluorescent
lamp) or fixtures that are rich in line segments on the dropped
ceiling (e.g.: a light protection grill, an air grill), as shown in
Fig. 7, the tracked line selected by the above method may
jump in a large range instantaneously, or fluctuates frequently
within a narrow range.

channel in the image is denoted by I; , which cut L; and

L2 at point P; and G; respectively. Here, we define:

j =argmin d, (9)

As shown in Fig.S, the start point of the curve r is
defined as the origin ° and r is parameterized by the arc

length U . Along the curve, an arbitrary point t(u]) is w

away from another point t(u] +w), and their mid-point is

denoted by M . The two points are connected by the straight

line L, and d is the distance from M to L. When point

l(u]) moves along the curve, the value of d changes

continuously, which corresponds to the curvature of the curve
at M to some extent. So the value of d is regarded as the

estimation of the curvature at M . The distance W between

l(u]) and ttu, + w) is referred to as the scale parameter.

When w is very small, d changes drastically because of the
noise. When w grows, the effect of the noise decreases and

the change of d along with the movement of t(u]) is

smoother. Thus it can be seen that the 10 template plays the
same role as a Gaussian. If the curve is an ideal straight line,
d is always equal to zero. Because of the noise, d fluctuates

within a narrow range. Given a small threshold ds ' an edge

point is kept at which d < ds ' or eliminated otherwise. W

can be determined based on experiments. Generally, a fixed
w can provide satisfying results, but a changeable w can
implement more complex function.

B. Line tracking
The extracted line is used to ensure the robot's direction.

It involves line selection and line tracking.
I) Line selection

It is assumed that the target line is not far from the robot,
and the angle from the direction of the robot to the line is
small. The assumption is reasonable, because the MR code
can be pasted near the channels, and the robot can adjust its
direction using the MR code before the line tracking.

iA

Fig. 6 Line tracking diagram

Fig. 6 shows the view of the robot, and the solid lines
represent the channels. 0 denotes the location of robot in the

image, and OA shows the direction of robot. Line ~ passes

through point ° and L, 1- OA , line L2 passes though point

B which is the middle point of OA, and L2 II L, . The
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Fig. 8 Virtual line diagram

V. NAVIGATION ALGORITHM AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Navigation algorithm
Generally, topological navigation is more simple and

natural for a behavior-based robot. It avoid direct
measurement of geometric environment qualities, instead
concentrating on characteristics of the environment that are
most relevant to the robot for localization [10].

When the robot is placed in an indoor environment, it
should perform the following procedures:

Step 1: A topological map is entered.
The nodes represent the distinctive places. The edges

represent the costs between each pair of connected nodes.
The costs can be expressed as the approximate length or
weights, which reflect preferences in constructing route. For
example, the connections which navigating through are
considerably more computationally expensive and unreliable
are set at 2, and other connections which navigating through
are relatively easier are set at l.The set of weights should be
deliberated. The overall control strategy is Coastal navigation
[11].

Additional information is attached to edges: relative

angle a from the positive direction (i.e. O".Yw in Section II)

of the current node to the directed line between the current
node and the next node, appropriate abstract navigation
behavior, distance between the distinctive place and the MR
code (i.e. ds in Section III).

Step 2: The Cartographer is responsible for constructing
the route according to a start node and a goal node.

It takes as input the start node and goal node, and
produces a list of nodes representing the best path between the
start and goal. The optimal path is computed using Dijkstra's
single source shortest path algorithm, by considering the costs
between each pair of connected nodes.

Step 3: The Task Manager maintains a pointer to the
current node and the next intended node from the path, and
determines the appropriate local control strategy by referring
to the data stored in the map, which is the procedure for
getting from the current node to the next node.

First, the robot estimate its direction angle () using the
algorithm described in section II, then tum ¢J , where

¢J=a-().
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Second, The Task Manager selects appropriate abstract
navigation behavior for traveling between the nodes.

Here, abstract navigation behavior includes navigating
door behavior, navigating foyer behavior and navigating hall
behavior.

When the robot finds the goal MR code, it calls primitive
approaching control behavior described in Section III to
approach the goal.

B. Navigation Experiments in the Office
In order to validate our method, localization and

navigation experiments were carried out using a mobile robot
platform AIM developed in our lab as shown in Fig. 9. The
mobile robot platform AIM is equipped with a Intel Centrino
microprocessor clocked at 1600MHz, two wheel encoders,
one color CCD camera and 16 sonar sensors, etc..

Fig. 9. Experiment platform robot AIM.

The layout of the office is more regular, and the dropped
ceiling is often composed of regular tiles. MR codes are
pasted sparsely. The experiment is carried out on the storey
where is our lab. The scenario is shown in Fig. 10.

~ ~~ IT9Pro.Yuau' s Office
• • TH

. H:

Fig. 10 Scenario of the story of the laboratory building

Several rooms between the laboratory and the professor's
office are omitted, which is indicated by ellipses. Pentagons
denote the MR codes which are attached to the dropped
ceiling. MR code TI 0 is an exception, which is attached to a



vertical surface of the professor's chair. The experimental
situation is as follows: a student at location TO gives a PCB to
the robot, and then the robot carries the robot to the professor
at location T1O.

Between the MR codes attached to the ceiling, extended
line tracking algorithm is used, and the speed of the robot
increases greatly than before. The traveled distance of the
robot in this experiment is about 30m. It takes 2'50", and the
average speed of the robot is 18cm/s, which will satisfy
ordinary application requirements. The successive frames in
the experiment are shown in Fig. 1I.

(rn)

Fig. I I The sequence of the frames in the figure is left-to-right and top-to
down. (a) The robot is at node TO, and given a PCB. (b) The start node and

goal node are specified. (e) The robot arrives at node TI. The shooting frame
is shown in the left window, the view of the robot in the upper right window,
and the MR code recognized lately in the lower right window. (d) The robot

tums rjJ . (e - f) The navigating door behavior is triggered. (g) The

navigating hall behavior is triggered. (h) The robot arrives at node T6, and the
navigating door behavior is triggered. (i - j) The robot arrives at node T9 by
intermediate nodes in the professor 's offiee. (k) The robot eamera tilts down
to the horizontal direction. (I - rn) The MR code TI 0 is found, and the robot

calls the pose estimating method for the MR code attached to the vertical
surface and the primitive approaching control behavior to approach the goal.
The robot finally arrives at the goal node TI 0, and succeeds in carrying the

PCB to the professor.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FU TURE WORK
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In this paper, it is shown that how a robot with a visual
system can complete the tasks of self-localization and self
navigation using a set of MR codes as landmarks. Experiment
results have shown that MR code is quite convenient and
effective to be used as a set of artificial landmarks. Our future
work will include the improvement of MR code design and its
detecting algorithm, how to arrange the MR code more
effectively for service robots, how to deal with the problem of
SLAM when the MR code is used as the landmarks, etc. We
are quite hopeful that this MR code system will be put into
practical use soon for indoor service robot applications.
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